CAPABILITIES STATEMENT

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE
Adopting modern enterprise data management to better leverage data as a strategic asset and deliver competitive advantage and improved government services.

COMPANY
Meta-N provides integrated metadata management software, professional services and technical support necessary to implement modern enterprise data management, and new cloud-based data architectures.

We are a veteran-owned small business (VOSB)

OUR MISSION: Deliver the “power of metadata” to help clients implement modern enterprise data management so they better leverage data as a strategic asset.

DIFFERENTIATORS
- Decades of highly-skilled metadata software consulting services and metadata repository sales, support, and business management experience
- Meta-N is a Value-Add Reseller (VAR) of ASG Technologies Group’s market leading enterprise metadata repository software
- Flexible licensing structure allows customers to select subscription licensing or perpetual licensing
- Close working relationships with “ahead of the curve” major commercial accounts
- META-N365 customer care and technical support
- Success building and installing metadata software scanners, a code quality engine, and other plug-in utilities that are part of ASG’s metadata software ecosystem

CORE COMPETENCIES
- Enterprise metadata repository software sales
- Data lineage
- Application discovery & understanding
- Application rationalization
- Data warehouse and BI reporting
- Data privacy/data masking
- Data governance
- Proof-of-concepts/pilots
- Implementation and support services
METADATA TOOL EXPERTS

- Unique resources to ensure consistent metadata technology deployment and maintenance
- Development and integration of metadata portals based on ASG DI metadata technology
- Administrative support of the ASG DI metadata tool that includes performance tuning, security set-up, user administration, and Level 1 production support
- Sourcing and extracting metadata from a wide range of different sources to allow for cleansing, consolidation, reconciliation, integration, and proper loading to the production repository
- Regularly scheduled maintenance of your entire enterprise metadata environment for optimal performance and functionality

PAST PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Primary Use Case(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Fidelity   | • Automated application discovery and understanding  
              • Highly accurate, change impact analysis  
              • Application quality improvement by enforcing standards-based code quality standards  
              • Guide refactoring, modernization, and moving business critical applications to the cloud |
| CSX        | • ETL and data warehouse and BI analysis and report troubleshooting  
              • Facilitate IT transformation  
                  - IMS to DB2 conversion  
                  - Cobol to Java conversion  
              • Identify unused code, components, and database objects |
| Bank of America | • Multiple data warehouse and BI dependency analysis and report troubleshooting  
                      • Generate applications metrics to measure application health and development productivity  
                      • Increase compliance by automating documentation of the “data supply chain” and critical data elements |